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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR COMPETITION WINNER : Lewis Spiers, The Eco Organisation Ltd

It is amazing that at the end of March 2014  27%* of computers globally are still

using Windows XP despite a huge online campaign from Microsoft, direct marketing

from Microsoft Partners and massive media coverage relating to the end of support

on 8th April 2014.

It is believed that in the very near future we will see a wave of attacks exploiting

'never to be patched' vulnerabilities, making life for Windows XP users a misery. As

this problem grows 3rd party security vendors will drop support for Windows XP as

it becomes increasingly difficult to provide a secure platform for end users.

Lack of Independent Software & Hardware Support: Many independent

software vendors are unlikely to support new versions of applications on Windows

XP. Hardware manufacturers will also stop supporting Windows XP on the majority

of their new PC models.

What does this mean to me and my company?

There is an upside well beyond keeping you supported.

It offers more flexibility to your employees to be more

productive, while increasing operational efficiency

through improved PC security and management. It also

enables your business to take advantage of latest

technology trends such as virtualisation and the cloud.

* Netmarketshare's Data, click QR Code for more details.

Get current with Windows & Office!

End of an era...

Security & Compliance Risk: Unsupported and unpatched environments are

vulnerable to security risks. This may result in an officially recognized control failure

by an internal or external audit body, leading to suspension of certifications, and/or

public notification of the business's inability to maintain its systems and customer

information.
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AIRTIME SPECIAL OFFER!

MOBILE

Connect a Small Business

4G Data tariff on and get aEE

MiFi device & IPAD FREE

Subject to availability

Terms & conditions apply

24 month contract

MiFi Model:

iPad Model:

Huawei E5776

iPad Mini or iPad 2

FREE iPad!

provide competitive prices on mobile

phone handsets and a full range of

contract options...
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FREE
IT Health Check
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General IT systems

Servers

Networks

Workstations

Protection against power surges

Back-up systems

Email systems

Storage

We will assess all aspects of

your IT System, including:

Book your
check today...

FREE

CALL 01325 349 686 Don't let your IT system hold you back!

Microsoft Office for iPad…

About time!

The most impressive part of this

software is the ability to display the

document in almost all cases exactly

as it shown on a desktop computer,

with the exception of certain fonts that

are not supported on iPads and a few

features such as Pivot tables in Excel

everything will display exactly as per

the desktop version of the software.

Form an orderly queue, Microsoft has hit the nail right on the head with this

one and we expect it to be extremely popular for business and home users

alike. As of April 9 , Office for iPad downloads on the Appstore exceeded

12million.

th

Four years in the making and it has arrived. Microsoft has finally released

Office apps for the iPad with Android and iPhone versions to follow over the

coming months.

A huge cheer from our support desk was heard when this news came through,

finally a real solution to the perpetual problem of editing and creating Office

documents on the iPad. Several apps have been tried over the years and none

of them really work, this has now changed. Initial reviews of the suite of

applications including, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Lync, OneNote and OneDrive,

are very promising, in fact we cannot find a bad review online anywhere.

Microsoft have made great efforts to

comply with iPad interface standards and

accommodate features from the desktop

versions of the applications to make the

user learning curve as smooth as

possible. The command set in each

application is grouped into a ribbon

similar to Office 2010 and higher.

Excel even has a special keyboard layout that you can switch to with a

number pad and easy access to frequently used characters and formula

entry keys.

Get all the new features and

enhancements introduced by

upgrading to Sage 2014.

Easily & accurately manage VAT

You can automatically and accurately

calculate your VAT returns, verify them

and submit them directly to HMRC online

with a few simple clicks.

Take more control of your finances

Easily manage your accounts, understand

your cash position and keep your bank

records up to date. If you trade overseas,

add the Foreign Trader module for just

£120 and manage multiple currencies.
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Submit VAT with confidence

Meet VAT legislation

Calculate stock values

Keep stock up to date

Access data on the move

Manage multiple currencies

Get in touch...

01325 349 686

Understand your finances,
from cash flow to VAT...

A piece of cake!

There is as always one caveat, to use all the features you must have an Office 365 subscription, get in touch with us for

more information about Office 365.

NOTE FROM EDITOR: Office for Mac looks like it will receive an update later this year, here's hoping.


